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SUMMARY 
A solution of Van Ka'rmahls fundamental equations for. 
plates with large deflections is presented for the case of 
a shear web divided into square panels by reinforcing struts, 
Numerical solutions are given for struts of inffnite rigid- 
ity and for struts the weight of which is one-fourth the 
weight of, the sheet. The results are compared with WagnerIs 
diagonal tension theory as extended by Kuhn and by Lnnghaar, 
It is found that the diagonal tension thoory as developed b:* 
Kuhn agrees best with the present paper in the practical 
range when r = l/4. Kuhn's theory is in especially good 
-- 
agreement for the force in the strut when r = l/4. 
INTBODtJCTION 
The necessity for designing structures having the 
smallest possible weight for a given load has forced air- 
place designers to build wing-beams gnd monocoque boxes 
with shear webs so thin that they may be buckled in a di- 
agonal direction under service loads. As the shear load is 
increased well above the buckling load, it is carried prin- 
cipally by diagonal tension along the buckles, The beam 
approaches a tldiagonal-ttncion field11 beam, 
The load at which such shear webs will buckle has been 
'determined by several authors. (See 
to 363 of reference 1.) 
for example, pp. 357 
After buckling the behavior of 
the web is f requently'deterfiined from Wkgnerrs diagonal- 
tension-field theory (references 2 and 3) which neglects 
the flexural rigrdity of the sheat, 
, (see P. 
Experimental results 
- 2 of reference 4, pp. 18 and 19 of reference 5, and 
P. 5 of reference 6) indicate that WagnerIs dingonal-tonsion- 
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field theory may be too conservative for constructions in 
which the diagonal tension field is only partially developed, 
An analysis of the behavior Of a flat plate subjected 
to shearing loads covering the range from the start of buck- 
ling to the development of a full diagonal tension field was, 
fbergfore, thought desirable. Such an analysis, based on 'Con 
Karmants large deflection equations, was made for the case of 
a shear web divided into square panels by vertical struts, 
This,investigation, conducted at the National Bureau of 
Standards, was sponsored by and conducted with the financial 
assistance of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Q 
SYWBOLS 
The following symbols are used (see also fig, 1): 
a p1ato length nnd plate width 
h plntc thicknoss 
0 
. 
.-lib 
. 
4 
4 
“-4 
W normal displacement of points of the middle surface 
E YoungIs modulus 
. -- 
P Poissonrs ratio, assumed to be J 0.1 = 0.318 
*,y coordinate axes with origin at corner of one bay of 
the web plate 
=. ml3 flexural rigidity of the plate 
F 
Q 
;x 
cr Y 
T 
r 
P 
12(1-$) 
- 
10.8 
stress function 
shear load carried by beam 
nv,zrage stress in plate in x-direction 
avcr.:gc stress in plate in y-direction 
shear strass at corners Of Plato 
ratio of strut arca to plate area 
conprcssive force in strut 
+ NACA TB No, 962 
?- 
b 
m,n 
W 
mRn 
m, n 
r = 2,6327/E 
Considor 
median fiber strains 
median fiber stresses 
extreme fiber bending stresses 
coefficients in stress function 
lateral pressure 
coefficient in stress function 
cocfflcient ir, dofldction function 
integral numbers used as subscripts 
ap &rent 
? 
shearing deformation of beam 
Y is tha angle through which the flanges 
of the beam rotate relative to the strut,s) 
displacements in x and y directions, 
respectfvely, 
bending moment in flange 
FUNDANENTAL EQUATIONS 
an initially flat square plate of uniform 
thickness. Two opposite edges are assumed to be sinply 
supported by heavy flanges, integral with the plate, which 
allow rotation about the edges but prevent displacement 
parallel to the edges and force the edges to renain straight. - The other two edges are simply supported by struts, integral 
with the plate, which allow rotation about the eges and dis- 
placenent parallel to the edges corresponding to shortening 
4 of tho strut under load but maintain the edges in a straight 
lile, 
t 
EQUATIONS FOR TEE DEFORMATIONS OF THIB PLATES 
Q 
The fundamental equations gover,nirtg the defcmation of 
thin plates were developed by Van Earman, They are (see refsr- 
ence 1, pp. 322-323): 
. 
s 
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fi + 2 a4F 
a -.a”w saw 
.3 ax4 axa ay" ax2 -1 ay2 (1) 
4 
aw 
4 
bX4 
+2 
‘OW 2 a22 a2W 
(2) 
ax2‘6y2 
whore tho median-fiber stresses are 
h. 
and the nedian-fiber strafns are 
The extrene-fiber bonding stresses are, 
9 
Eh =-. a% 
6 
a"w 
2( l-P2 ) -+PT Jr2 ‘OX 
?!Jy = - Eh azW 
2~1.t1.4 axby 
(3) 
(5) 
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? EQUII,IBRIUM OF HEDIAN EIBER FORCES 
Seydel (refarence 7, p. 181) showed that the buckling 
load of a simply supported square plate subjected to sheam 
ing forces is given with an error of less than 1 portent if 
the deflection is described by 
w = w1 1 sin * 5 sin 
+ -I- W1 3 gin 5 sin 2% 
, a 
%Y -I- W3,1 sill G sin 3 e,w2,, sin ?$ gin 7 
3nx 
+ Vr3 3 sin - sir 3ny --' 
8 a a 
where w 
191' 
W 
113' w3,1* %*2, 
and 
w3,3 
are five 8.L 
justable constants, The aaalysis will be carried well beyond. 
the buckling load on the assuoption that expression (6) coa- 
tinues to give an adequate description of the buckles in tha. 
plate. 
A suitable stress function F must now be chosen to 
satisfy equation (1) which expresses the condition that the 
median L iber forces-are in equrlibrium in the plane of the 
web. If F fs taken as, 
f NACB TB NO. 962 6 
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-* 
- 2 
6 6 
F 
OxYZ =-- f !z.x.L - 7xy + 
2 2 cc 
m=o n=o 
7 
mnx 
+ Aa cos - mn cotl- - - - 
L a 2 -- 
X=2, 4, 6 
+ 
c 
- y tanh 
zi='f , 3, 5 
i 3 n cos nffx 
a 
n=2,4,6 
-) 2 
sinh rnn 
@ - a)] 
sinh wr 
(5) 
cash ~TI (: - 91 
3 sinh m-r 
1 
z > 
cash nTr (: - $1 (7) ' 
and if equatians (6) and (7) are substituted into equation 
(1) it is found by a method shown in reference 8 that equation 
(1) is identically satisfied when 
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b0,4 - ~4(16%Plr3f144~3,P3,3 + 32~~,2) e 
b0.6. = a4(162+,3 + 18wf,3 > 
b1,1- f$-16m2,2w1,3 - 16m2,2w3,1) 
h3' &O(l6%1~2,2 + 64w2,2w3, 1) 
bl,5 - &(64w2,2wl,3 + l44W2,2W3,3) 
b2,O - &@wf,+~‘q,p3,1 - 36q3w3,3 + 18w!,3) 
b2,2 - gpWl,P3,1 + ~~9'rl,l~1,3~4~l,3~3,1) 
b2,4 = &(lOO"1,3~3,1 - 4w171,3 + 36~.,1~3,3) 
b2,6 - &j(144w1,3w3,3) 
b3,l - &O(16wl,lw2,2 + 64wl,3w2,2) 
i 
bo,o = O 
4 
t %,2 
- %4(2~1,1a - hl,lWl 3 + 16w3,1a - 36w3,1~3,3) 
, 
b3,5 = &4(-16wl,3w2,2) 
b4,o = *T(32wZ, 144w3,3"1,3) 
b4,2 -&$lOOwl , + 36wl,lw3,3) 
b4,4 = sk(-64wlr3w3r1) 
b4,6 = i&(-36wl 3w3 3) 
b5,1 = h4(64w2,2'3,1'+ 144w2,2w3,3) 
b5,3 - &-&16w3,1w2,2) 
. 
b5,5 - O 
= +4(162w;,3 + 'SW&) 
.1 b6,0 
L b6,2 
- &O(144w3,1w3,3) 
b6,4 - G6(-3"w3,1w3,3) 
Y 
b6,6 = O 
b m,n PO whenever m+n is a,n odd number 
/ 
. 
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BOUEDARY CONDITIONS 
The condition that the edges of the plate be simply 
supported is automatically satisfied by equation (6) for 
the lateral deflection, 
The condition that the edges of the plate act integrally 
with the supporting struts and flanges of the beam requiras 
that the strain at the edge of the plate be equal to the sLra5.n 
in-the supporting strut or flange, This condition will be 
used to determine the remaining coefficients 8,, Zy, Am, 2nd 
'n in equation (7). 
The cdgcs y = 0, y = a (see fig. 1) are considered 
to be supported by flanges so heavy that they do not shorton 
under load, The median fiber strain in tho x-direction at 
the edges y = 0, y = a must, therefore, be zero. 
( $1 = 0 
y=o,y=a 
-I 
The edges x = o and x=a are considered to bo su--p- 
ported by struts having a cross -sectional area of r a h. 
Such struts will shorten under load. If the compressive 
force in the strut is denoted by I?, the median fib&r strrin 
in the y-direction at the edges x = o, x = a must be 
(‘$, 
P Z-P 
x=o,x=a rah% m> 
Since thore are an equal number of web bays and struts, the 
compressive force in a strut must equal the vertical tensilo 
. force in a web bay, or 
a 
.m 
L 
. . . 
P= 
s 
(LLQ;) dx 
0 
(11) 
Substituting from e.quations (3) and (7) into equation (11) 
and performing the indicated integration gives, 
. 
. 
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P=aeyi- 4h 
(l+p)a 
nnB, sinh E cos z 
2 a (12) 
n=as4?6 
Substituting equation (12) into equation (10) gives 
(+I cY =--- x=o,x=a rE -zraag nB, sinh ycosy (13) 
rl =a-,-4 , 6 
The fact that the summations in the series expansion for F 
equation (7) have been limited to m and n=8 makes it 
impossible 
and (13). 
to satisfy identically the boundary equations (9) 
3xcept for 3. small variation in strain of a fra- 
+ 
quencp hSgher than the sixth harmonic, however, it can be 
shown by expanding F fnto trigonometric series and by sub- 
stituting equations (4) (7) and (8) into equations (9) and 
(13) that equations (9)'and 113) are satisfied 
. 
, 
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r 
q for r = ED (w 
123 = w3,5 ’ ) 
when 
cry=;,- -% (1.804~; ,+18,04w; ,+16,24w; ,+7.217wa 
a2 I s r 292 
A, =B, =+(-7.079w,,,Q~-l2.09w~ 3w,+,-26.96w; 3wr2,a) I Y 
A,=B, =;~(-0.3838~~,~-1.295~~ 3-0.0?7~w; 3-o.08~6w; % t 9 , 
C3.693w 
1 
1 I 1~1,3+3.207~f1 1w3 ,+14.04w I t 1;3’.‘3,3)\ 
A,=B,=+ 1o (+0.1~~w,~,wz,a+2.397alr,w,l,-1.581w~,~wa,a) 
A,=B, =~-~5~-o.0463u &-2.414w:,&.1666w~ 3-l.506w; a f Y 
-0.278w 1,1w~,~+O.162~~~,~~~,~-6.lOn 1,3w3,3 > 
A,=3 5=-Q-0.2504W 
lo6 
~,1Wz,,+1.g20W, 3wa ,+3.289w 9 ? 3,3W2,2 
A,=B,=-?- lo7(-0.0535wf ,-1.1~1~~;~-6.30~~ 9 3r3 
-.214w' 
a,= 
+o,417w1 lwl 3+0.417w ? 9 l,lw3,3-2*297w1,3w3,3 
. 
. 
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\ and for r = 0.25 , when 
. 
r zs = $( +I. 338~; 1 
2 
+ 1.975w; 
3 
3 + 11.41w; 1 + 5.354w; 2 + 12.05w; 3 , , t ) 
* 
1 
zy = $+0.3313w; 1 + 2.346w;,3+Q.9678a;11 + 1.32EW;,2 +2.%2W;,3) 
I 
Al = &(-7.!X%qlW2,2 - la679W1,3W2,2 - 1c).42Urs,lW2,2 -26.96~2,20~3,3) m 
B, = ~2(-7.079wl,lN2,2 -10m42W1,3W2,2 -1.679n3,lw2,2 - 26.S6~2,2w3,3) 
A2 = $-3.572~" 191 
- 29.50w2 r - 2.713~' 
1, 3 391 
- 0.6007$ ,2 - 0.5822~~ 
393 
+ 12.7%‘l,~Y1,3 i-21.68Wl, 1W3,1 t 12%.78~1,3~3,3 + 8.74%3,1W3,3 
+ 20.46~-~,3w3,~ + 23.87~~,~~3,3 > 
32 = -&(-2.193N;,1 - 2.7t39N;r3 - 1?.07~;,~ - 0.&r,3W;,2 - 0.4164w;,3 
f 12.S7w1,w1,3 + 6.147vQJw3,1 + 9.2s5w1,3w3,3 + 70.34ws,lw3,3 
+ 12.42~~ $531 + l~.32Wl,~W3 ,s) 
A, = & 4(+0.1590wl,lw2,2 + 2.25817~,3w~,~ + O.l333W3,lw2,2 - 1.578~~,~w3,~) 
% 
P = 104(+3.1530w1,1w2,2 + 0.1333~~,~w~,~ + 2.258~3,y~,~ - 1.578~~,~w~,~) 
A4 
= -&-0.02685w; 1 - O.C6677n; 3 - 0.1894w; 1 - 1.469~; 2 # 2 , , - o.1307w;,3 r 
+ 0,1133Vil,lN1,3 - O.~62l~l;lw~,~ - 6.982~1,3~3,3 + 0.36I!5~5,1~3,3 
I - 2.042wl,3w3,1 + O.CO~~~W~,~W~,~) 
-O.o3034vr;, 1 - o.2x91$l,3 - 0.04708& - 1.101w;,2 - 0.1177w;,3 
- 0.3786w1,1w1,3 + 0.1414w1,J.~3,1 + 0.5727~~,~w~,~ - 5.161~~,~w~,~ 
- 1.470w1,3w3,L + o.08922w1,1K3',3) 
A5 = i$(*.2504wl 1w2 2 t , - o.22451T1,3N2,2 t 2.143W3,~W2,2 + 3.285~~,~w~,~; 
B5 = 
iL 
10 &o.25~~W1,~~2,; + 2.143Wl,3Wi,2 - 0.2245~~,~w~,~ + 3.285~~,~"~,~; 
SC 
2 
. A6 = -0.03135W~,1 - 0.1047Vr~,3 - 0.8686Wz,1 - 0.1544wz,2 - 6.22l~~,~ 
+ o.1057wl,lw1,3 + o.1207w1,1w3,1 + 0.07695~~,~w~,~ - 2.862w3,pr3,3 
F - 0.04395~~,~27~,~ t 0.2398~~,~~3,~) 
L BE = $$-0.03761~;,~ - 0.8202~;,3 -' 0.08139~;,~ - 0.1632~;~~ - 5.068~;,~ 
" + C.l363~~,~w~,~ + 0.1506Wl,lw3,1 - 2.005wl,3W3,3-0.0C0761w3,1w3,3 
- C.C1981wl,3w3,1 + 0.2310wl,lw3,3 1 
/ 
, 
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7 The struts and flanges are considered to be stiff 
enough in bending to keep straight the four edges (x = 0, , 
. x = a, y=o, y= a) of the plate. Equations for the 
U and v displacement can be obtained from p. 322 of 
Values can be obtained by substituting 
tions (:; y6)anb7)v (8) 
integratiAg, 
and (14) into equations (15 
This kives'for the values of u and v 
the edges of the piate for r = a5, 
reference 1, 
wx,o = 0, wxza = 0 
(4 
2 6,337 
y= 0 = .x A---; E (V)y=a = x 2.6327 E 
and for r = 0.25 
* (u ) = I'-- 0 0; ""- h)x=a = 0 
1 
(15) 
equ+ 
and 
at 
( v&o 
2.632~ = x --; 
E (v)y=a = x 5.E.z: E - 5 (0.3313wZ I a , 
346~; 3+0.9F7aw,a ,+1.325wa 
0 
f 2, 
9 ? alzf2e982Wi,3) (1Eb) 
. 
. 
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* It is seen from equat.ions (16) that the edges Of the plate 
corresponding to x = 0, x =.a, y = 0, and y=a, 
. satisfy the condition of remaining straight after buckling 
has started, 
EQUILIBRIUM OF LATERAL FORCES 
After the web plate buckles, the median fiber forces 
have components which tend to displace elements of the 
plate laterally from the original plane of the plate. 
These forces will displace the plate laterally until the 
bending stiffness of the plate prevents further displace- 
ment, This condition is expressed by equation (2). 
The lateral deflection (equation(6)) must now be deter- 
mined in such a way that equation (2) is satisfied. The 
fact that the series expression for w (equation (6)) has 
been limited to only the first five terms, makes it,impossi- 
ble.to identically satfsfy equation (2). Except for a small 
unequilibrated lateral pressure p 
however, 
of.order higher than 3, 
it can be shown by expanding F into trigonometric 
series and by substituting equations (6), (7), (8\, and (14) 
into equation (2), 
(2) is satisfied, 
as is done in reference 8, that equation 
r 
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c 
c 
l for r= +I,3 = "3,,1' > when 
. 0 = 1.973w;,1 + w;,l(-l.657~1,~ - 0.1360~3,~) + ml,1(1.4815ha 
\ 
+ 25.69w;,3 + l5.l61vg,~ + 8.09wz,2 - 8*88wl,3w3,3) 
7a2 
- 3*5840Fu2J E 
-13.147w;,3 - 0.00853w;,3 +24.36~;,~~~,~ 
+ la68l~tl,3~1,3 + 8.80~:,2~1,3 + 3.602~;,~“~,~. 
0 = 123.3~; .L, 5 +w;,3 (-19.72wl,l- 61.28~~3,~ )+ wl,3(37.04ha 
+ W~V,;,~ + 156.6w;,3 t74.64~;,~ +24.36Wl,lw3,3 > 
+ 1.05lw2,~ y - 0.2761~;,~ a + O.O235Wg,3 - ~.Z?OW~,~W~,~ 
\ t 0.83871~~,3w~,~ t 4.402w;,2~l,1 + 15.62~;,~~~,3 
+ 0 = 15-;,3 + w;,3(-0.02561Wl 1 + 0.1410wl,3) + w3,3(120h2 ¶ 
+ 313. 2W;,3 + 81.9Ow;,, + 3.358~~,~w~,~ + 15.16~;,~) 
7a2 - l.692w2,2.y - 0.0453~;~~ - 40.85~;,~ - 4.439w;,lw1,3 
+ 24.36~;,3w~,~ + 3.599w;,2wl,l + 31.22~;,~w~,~ 
0 e = 31.47& + rv2,2(23.704h2 +8.090w;,l + 149.3$3 
+ 81.90w;,3 + 17.6l~~,~w~,~ + 7.201wl,lw3,3 + 62.450v~,~w$,~ 1 b 
+ $(-0.5840~~ 1 + 2.102wl,3 - 1.892~~,~ > P 
, 
RAUA m HO. 368 
and for r - 114, when 
. 
. 
0 = 1.184w;,l - lF"l 1 1(0.8048w1 1 
3+ 0.8132~~ l+ 0.1021~~ 3 1 , ) + ~~,~(6.147~;,~ 
\ 
+ 3.424~;~~ + 4.346m$,2 + 7.S371$~ - 4.438~3,~~~ - 4.5604~~,~w~ , 3 , 3 
+ 2. 139w1,3w3, +1.4815ha) -0.08137til - 0.05168~; 1-OiO0543ti3 1 3 3 1 1 1 
a -8.S24til 3w3 ,+ 0.1422til 3w3 - 6.448~1 3w; l+ 4.402~~ 6+2 + 0.7930~~ 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 3w; 1 3 
+0.09027w~,1w3,3 + 4.404~3 , lo; , 2+0.4730~3 , 1w; , 3+ 23.69wi , 3w3 1 lw3 ? 3 
7aa 
+3.606~i;,~w~,~ - 0.6840~2,~y 
0 - 18.894% 2 + W2 1 1 
2(4.945W; 
1 
l+36.326w; 
, 
3 + 49.3875 l+ 53.684~; 3 
I 1 
+8*803~1 l"i 
1 1 
3+ 8.808.W3 1W1 l+ 7.207wl lW3 3+ 31.231~~,~W~ 3+ 31.13w3 lW3 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+32.16w, 3wi 1 1 
l+ 23.704ha)+ rag(-0.5840wp,l+ E 1:061wl13+ 1.061~~,~ - l.892w3 1) 3 
0 - 35.66+ + .3,3 w~,3(-0.0~~9wl,1+0.05922wl,3+ 0.08791w3,1) +w3,3(7.996w;,1 
+106.16wf 3 + 134.06~; l+ 63.666~; 2+ 1 1 1 
1.686~~ 
1 
lul 3'+ 0.9578wl 1w3 1, 
1 1 1 
1 +0.4131wl b3 1 + l20.Oh')- 21.03til 3 - 20.70w$l-0.03406+l,l-2.280~l,1w1,3 (WI , * * 
-2.81Si~,l~3,1+ 0.1486~~,~+~,~ +0.09046wl,lw~,l+3.60;hPl,lw~,2 + 0.6284w~,,w3 1 I 
* 
+0.3717~~,~w$ 1 l+15.613wl , 3w; 2 + ~~.SSW~,~W$ 2 + 23.69wl I , , 
lwl , 3w3 1 -1.892~~ 2$ 1 1 
0 - 30.2364,3 + %,3(-0.2443Wl,l- 0.3904w3,1- 63.03~~~~) + ~~,~('8.147w;,~ 
+37.837~:,1 +lO6.l58~~,3 + 36.34~:,2 - 13.06~l,l~3,1+ 0.2843~~,~~3,3 
+1.258~3,lw~,~ + 37.04hp)- 0.2682*,~- O.O7916w~,l+ .01976w$,3 + l.064til iw3 1 1 1 
, 
-2*a8O#l,l~3,3 + 4.4Olwl,l~!$ a -6.448~1 lWg 1+ Om7927Wl 1Wi 3 + 0.3724~: 1~3 3 I l- 1 1 , 1 1 
fl6.06w3,l~i,2 +0*2096w3,1$,3 -I- 15.6&2,2~3,3 + 23.6S~l,~~3,1~3,3+1~061~~,2f$ 
--O.27llw~,~-O.1303w~,3+0.02933P83,3+1.064w~,lwl,3-2.2l9w~,lw3 3-6.624wl , I lw 
+4.403~,l~;,2+0.4787wl, ~w~,3+0.8293w~,3w3,3+16.06w~,3w~,2+0.2036wl 3w; 3 , ? 
+l5.63#2,2~3,3+ 25'.69~1,1~1,3~3,3 +l.O6l~2?a$ 
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3EWDING WOXENT AND SBEABING FOBCE IN FLANGE 
. 
A fl:Lnge of the boam (fig. 1) can itself be considered 
as c beaL supported at the strut points and subjected to a 
lateral lo:--,d by the median fiber tension in the shear web. 
Dafore buckling, the web carries all ths shearing force in 
shear and therefore there is no tendency to bend the flange. 
After buckling, however, the web carries some of the shear- 
ing force by developing a diagonal tension field. This diag- 
onal tension field tends to draw the two flanges together. 
The flange bending moment will be considered as positive 
when it curves the lower flange concave upward or the upper 
flange concave downward, Tho shearing force in either flange 
will be consfdered positive if ft tends to support an oxtornal 
load Q, directed as shcwn in figure 1, 
If use is made of the fact that the flange bending scaent 
is the same at each strut point, the shearing forces in tho 
upper and lower flanges are, respectively, 
a 
:2(q) dx - f 
Pa 
J 
h(+ xdx 
y=a a 
* 0 
y&s 
and (18) 
a 
1 
-f 
-Ia I 
h(cr ') xdx - 
J 
h(o ' )' dx e 
'- 0 
9 y=o Y y=o 
x J 
The bending moment in the flange is deternined by Enking 
the slope of the flange the same at each strut point. This 
gives for the bending moments in the upper and lower flanges, 
respectively, 
a I,-; 1 =- 
Y =a 2 f 
h(a ') 
c; 
y y=a x(,-:)dx+: pcpyza xdx 1 
a f-4 
-LX / 
dx h(a+) dx, 
'x 
y=a 
I 
1 p( y=o=z 
f 
a 
h(a ' ) Y y=o 
x1-s 
( > 
a 
dx+; 
f 
h(a ' ) xdx P y=o 
*. 0 
- ;/6:x ~~a~~~;~y~~o dx 
! 
(19) 
6 
p,>rfor~-~g the inteqr3tions in squation (19) fives for :$=o 
I’ “Y= 0 
m=l n=o 
+!I t L, AiC. sinhE a 
n=1,3 
1 cash I-i-l? ( z-- 1  + 
i 82 :, --- I sinhc m: 
(199) 
The 2,ea:i (Pii;, 1) supTorts z shear ioad Q. At any -;er- 
tical section through thy beaa this load is partially c3rrik:..i 
by shear in the web a:id partially bar shenr in the flringe:, 
F3rt of t.:?e shear in ths web may bl? considered due to the 
diagonal tension after buckling, 
. 
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B. 
. The shear load carried by the flcnges is obtained by 
arid ing equations (18). The shear load carried by the web is 
l 
-1 
a 
hT' dy (20) 
XY 
0 
A&ding cquztions (18) and (2O), substituting for cl 
'r values as given by equations (3), 
, and integrating gives 
for r=m(w 
1 s3 = W3,1 1 
Q=- TahCws % (1.350~~ ,--4.862~~ 3+ 4.376~~~~) 
s2 a , , 
nndfor r=1/4 
(2la) 
QE-- mh+w 2 ,2+*34gwl i-2.432~~ s-2.430w3 l+4.372~s,3) (mu), I , , 
SHEARING DEFORMATION OF BEAM 
The slroaring forces acting on the end of the beam cause 
it to shezr downward as shown in figure 1, The amount of t7:o 
downward displacement is (v),=, in equations (16n) and (16b). 
This gives 
b) -o = 2.632 ; = TX; p- xi= '2.632 ; (22) 
. 
prhera r is the shear deformation of the beam. 
. 
EFFECTIVE WIDTZ I:J SHEAR - 
The loss in shear stiffness of the beam after buckling 
of the web may be considered as a loss in effective width of 
the sheet, The effective width ratio in shear for a givon 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
u 
, 
. 
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shearing deformation y will be defined as the ratio of the 
load uctually carried by the beam to the load which might 
have been carried had the web not buckled. 
The load actually carried by the beam is given by aqua- 
tions (21~~) and (2lb), 
is v 
The shearing defornation of the beam 
(equation 22). From equations (3), (4), and (?), 
therefore, a load Tab might have been carried with -a shonr 
deformation Y if the web had not buckled, The effective 
width ratio is, therefore, 
Effective width ratio = Q/Tab (23) 
Substituting for Q from equations (21~) and (21b) gives 
for r=~~(w~~=ws~ ? 9 ) 
Zffective width ratio 
= 1 E - I‘~ w2,2(1.350wl,,-4.862wl,3+4.376w3,3) (26&L) 
7a 
and for r = l/4 
Effective width ratio 
5 = -- 1 T2 wa,a(1.349w,,+.43aw,,3-2.430w3,1+4.372w3,3) 
(24b) 
COMPRESSIVE BORCE IN VIZRTICAL STRUT 
After buckling of the web, the diagonal tension field 
tends to draw the two flanges of the beam together. This 
action is counteracted by the vertical struts which hold the 
flanges apart, The magnitude cf the resulting coxpressivo 
force In the strut is given by equation (12). 
for zy, B2, B.4, 
Substituting 
and 336 the values given in equations 
(14a) and (14b) gives 
. 
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- 
.- for r = =(wl 3 = wJ,I) 9 
20 
. 
P = % (l~804w~,,+18.04w~,,+16.24~~,~+7.217w~ 2 Y ) . 
-t cos- 2~y(-O~0846w~,I-0.2858w~,~-0.0171~~,~-O~0189w~,, 
-I- 0,815~ 1 lw1 $0.708~~ I~3 $-3.100~~ 3w3 3 ? 9 ¶ 1 9 9 ) 
+ cos ~(-0.0047w~,l-O~2467w~,3-0.017~w~,3-0.~~38w~,, 
-0,0284wl,,wl 3+0.0165w1,1w3,~-0.623w1,3Wa,s) 9 
+cos-(-0.0019~; ~-O~0419w~,3.-0.223Fw~,~-0.0075w~,a 
a 3 
+ 0.0148~ 1 lwl 3 + O.Ol.48~ 0.0814~ Y 9 1,P3,3- f gr,,,,} (253) Y 
. 
21 
2 
+ CGs-- 3n~(-0,048+~~;,i-~~ 059?9W~,3~0.37e?w3,10,01011w~,2 
9 . . 
-o.o0919v~,3+0.2962wI,i~l,~+o.17?3wi,Iwz,1 
, 
io.2051w1,3ws,7+ 1.565wz . ,lW 3 ,3 + o,2731w1 3::15 I I t 
f 2, ao+iaw 1,1W3,3 1 
+ cc r-~(-0.003098w2 -0,02441w; 30.0W07w; i 
I,1 Y ? 
-0,1134w; a-0.X202w2 
' Y 
-oC,@38CYEwi & 3 
3,3’ 2 Y 
-I-0,014~4w 
I, 73, I. 
-I- O,cS847w 
l,3w3,3 
-0.52E99w 
3,1W3,3 
-O,l~olVl,,w~,l + C?.ccm9wl,,W,,,) 
. occur p.t the center of the shear bay with the line Of fail- 
ure ruaaing st nearly 45' to the flengcs, 
(I 
The stress at the center of the plats is obtained from:. 
equr?tio?s (3), (7), (a), end (14) by letting x= y= a/2. 
This gfves 
for r = c0(w 193 = W3,l 1 
-I 
(CI ;=o !,) :<=a/2 &2 
L. y=a/2 
-E(3.%9w; 1+50,22w;,3+27e35w; ,+2,278~;~~ t 
9 9 
i 
-15.59w, Iwl 3+4.187w, 1w3 3-56.24~l,3~3,3) ;, 
(26a) ' 
9 9 ? ? i 
(7' ) 
xy x42 
= T+ EW 
a2 
2,2(2.267w~,l+25.aCwl,~5.775w~,~) 1 
pa/ 2 J . 
and for r = l/k 
. 
("31;)x=a/2= ~(2.Ra6w;,~+14.26w~;,+11.~av~,1+C.4213v~~,. 
y=e/ 2 I 
/ 
_ . 
+23.15~&--2.673~~ Iw,,,-7.a23w,,lw,,,+~.~2~w~,~w~,~ 3 
I 
+24,59w ~,3W3&--45. 57~~~,3w3,3--9,942w,, TV++,) I 
(7’ ) 
E 
w xsa/2 
=I-+-w a2 2 ~(2.26awl,l+12.90w1 p2.9tur3 I-5.77EW5,3) i 9 ? 9 : 
y=a/2 
-i 
. 
s 
5 
- 
( 
The nrlxinum nrd ;ilPninux principal stresses at the contcr 
of the plate nay be obtair;ed froia equ.xtions (2Ca) aud (2F.b) 
by the oqu2tioris on p.aga 19 of reference 9, 
Y 
where a 1s the angle ketwoan the x-axis and tt-ti direction 
of a principal stress. 
Stress at Cornor Gf Shei’ir Pay 
‘i! h e stress at the corner of the shear bay sust be ranir,lg 
a shearing stress, since the princfpai de::or;:ati.o5 is a chaxge 
in angle aotween the horizcntnl flange a~2 the vertical struts, 
The bcundnry condit'i2r.s of. zero strain parallel to the flangs 
and of st?Cti.u pr.ralldX to the strut equal to the strain in t!le 
strut were cnly partially satisfied (see equations 
( 14a), 2nd (14b)); so small residual stresses 
in tkL% (1% 
i x and y 
directions are left, A !neasur$ of the degree to which the 
boundary equations are satisfied is the smallness of these 
residuals in the case where r = cr. These are conzputed later 
in the yaper and appear in the second and third columns of 
tables 3a and 3b. 
The stress at the corner of the pl.ato Is obtained fron 
equations (a), e(7), (5), (14a), and (145) by letting x = 0, 
r = a. T-his gives 
. for r = OJ (wl a=wa I Y 9 ) 
. 
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. 
w md for r= l/4 
* 
(u;) = "(-0.2889Wa,, l-12.42wa,,3+9.593w~, ,-l.O29wa, ,2 
x=0 a 
y=a 
-2,103w~,,-0,9318w~,~w~,~-0.3613w~,~~~~,l 
24 
CUg, 
;z; 
= ~~-~.116w~,I-9.080w~,~-2.10BW~,I-4.572w~~,2 
-10.35~; ~-1.5434wI,lwI,,-1.290w,,,w,,I Y 
-2,799wI,~w~,3-0.1693wI,3w~,~-l.067w1,,w~,3 
( I 
1 
a( 23b) 
-4.157W3,1w3,3 I +0.729aw1,1w2,,-0.6991wl,3wa,a t 
I 
-O,2494~,,,~,,~+1.~45W~,~~~,~) 
(T:y)x=o = 7 ! 
Y=a 
‘ 
. 
. 
Depth of Buckle 
The contour of the buckle in the shem bay is given by 
equation (6). The depth of the buckle at the center Of the 
bay is obtained by setting x= a/2 and y = a/2. This gives 
"center = v’1,1-WI,3 -W3,1 +w3 3 (29) t 
. 
c 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
Deflection Coefficients 
The deflection coefficients are obtained by solution 
of the simultaneous equations (17a), (17b). These 0quatio.n; 
wore solved by a method of successive approximation, using 
the following steps: 
1. Divide each of equations (1723) and (17b) by h3. 
W3,3/? 
Xstimate values of wl,l / h, Wr,Jh, %,1/h, 
Ta"/Eh2, corresponding to a given value of wa z , /ha 
3. Expand the right-hand side of each of equations 
(17a) and (17b) in a Taylor series in the neighborhood of 
the estimated values of ,wr,l/h, W1,3 /h, W3,l /h, W3,3 / h, 
and Taa/Eh2, omitting the square and higher order terms. 
4, Solve the resulting linear equations for tha diffor- 
ence between the chosen values of WI,1 1% 
w3,j/h, Ta"/Eh' 
w1,3/% w3,1/% _ 
and the imDrovod values, (Croutls method, 
referonce 10, was used for this,) 
5 
perco;li. 
Repeat until the estimated error is less than 0.2 
The convergence was rapid; so one or two trials 
usually wore sufficient to give an accurntc answer. 
The results of the computation were checked by substituting 
the answers in the original equations (17a) and (17b). The 
results are given in tables la and lb for values of the shear 
load Q up to about seven times the critical value for buck- 
ling. The value of y 
tion (22); Q 
was computed from T by using equa- 
was computed from 7, wr I, 5,39 w3,1, 
. 
L w 
3 ,a' 
and w,,, by using equations (2;a) and (21b). 
c . Median Fiber Stresses at Center of Shear Web 
. 
The median-fibar stresses at the center of the shear web 
were computed from equations (2E.a) and (26h) and tables la 
l 
and lb. The maximum and minimum principal stresses then were 
computed from equation (27). These stresses are given in 
tables 2a and 2b and are plotted against the shear load Q in 
. . 
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. 
. dimensionless form in figure 2. When r = 03, the direction 
of the maximum principal stress forms an angle of 45' with 
the flanges for all loads; when r = l/4, however, the 
angle is 4, K" at the buckling load and decreases to 39O 8' 
as the load is increased to five times the buckling load. 
As might be expected, the maximum principal stress 
(corresponding to tension along the wrinkle) continues to 
rise after buckling wl-rile the minimum principal stress (cor- 
responding to compression across the wrinkle) remains nearly 
constant after buckling. 
The reinforcement ratio r has only a small effect on 
tihe wob stresses at the center of the shear bay. (Sac fig. 2.) 
The drop in tensile stress at the center when the roinforce- 
ment ratio changes from l/4 to 03 is only 7 percent at a 
shear load of 45 Eh3/a, 
Median l?iber Stresses at Corner of Shear Web 
The nodion-fiber stresses at the corner of the shear 
web were computed from equations (28a) and (28b) and tablas 
la a:ld lb, The maximum and minimum principal stresses than 
were ccs:puted from equation (27). These stresses are given 
in tables 3a and 3b and are plotted against the shear load 
Q in dimensionless form in figure 3. The direction of the 
maximum .principal stress forms an angle of 45O with the 
flanges for all loads when r -co; 
the angle is 45O 
when r = l/4, however, 
up to the buckling load and decreases to 
41° 4' as the load is increased to five times the buckling 
load. 
Comparison of figures 2 and 3 shows that the maximum 
tensile stress occurs at the center of the plate while the 
maximum compressive stress occurs in the corner. 
The rcinforcenent ratio r has an appreciable effect 
on the stress in the corner. (See fig. 3.) The increase in 
compressive stress at the corner when tha reinforcement ratio 
r changes from 03 to l/4 is 40 percent at c load 
Q= 45 3h 3/ a, 
. Effective Width of the Sheet 
. The affective width of the sheet (corresponding to the width of unbuckled sheet which would give the same shear 
deformation as the actual buckled sheet) was computed from 
. 
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* 
. equations (24a) and (245) and tables la and lb. The ratio 
of the effective width to the actual width is given in 
t tables 3a and 3b and is plotted in ffgure 4 against the 
= a2 
shear defcrmetion ratio Y -:. 
h" 
Changing tha strut area so 
that the reinforcemeat ratio r = l/4 instead of 03 causes 
a drop in effective-width ratio from 0.88 to 0.81 for a 
shear deformation Y = 140 h"/a2, 
Figure 4 shows that the effective width decreases slowly 
wfth increase in the shoar deformation, fn this connection it 
should be remembered that the present paper is limited to edge 
reinfcrcements which are rigid against bending in the plnne cf 
the web. It should not be assumed that the effective width wii.1 
be as high as in figure 4 when the reinforcements allow bending 
in the plane of the web. 
Bending Woment in Plange 
Tha bending moments in the lower flange, due to the web 
stresses "G acting normal to the flange, are given by oquo- 
tion (19~~). This equation does not take account of the fact 
that thz web shear stress 7&y contributes tc tha bending 
moment when the neutral axis of the flange does not coincide 
with tha edge of the shear web, The bending moments alor- the 
flange y = 0 computed 
(8), &a), (14b), 
from equation (19a) using equations 
and tables la and lb, are given in figure 
5 for r = l/4, Q = 45.37Eh3/a and for r = 47, Q= 47,22xh3/n, 
The maximum moment occurs at the struts, x= 0, x = a. The 
distribution of moment is similar to that in a beam with clp,mped 
ends under a unfformly distributed load, Although the shoar 
load Q is nearly the same in the two cases, the moments for 
r =a3 are nearly twice the moments for r = l/4; the decrcaso 
in cross-sectional aroa of the struts causes a marked decronso 
in flange bending moment, 
. 
Compressive Torte in Strut 
The cozpressive force in the strut is given by equation 
l 
(12). The distribution of compressive force P along tha 
strut was cokpnted from equaticn (12) using aquaticns (14n) 
and (14b) and tables la and lb. The results are plottad in * figure 6 for r = l/4, Q = 4F.37Eh3/a and for r = a3, 
Q= 47.22Eh3/a, The variation in ccmpressiva forae P along 
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. the strut is 19 percent when r = l/4 and only 8 percent 
when r = p. The maximum force occurs at the center of the 
l strut, y = a/2. 
The maximum force 'y=a/2 was computed for various 
loads. It is plotted against load in figure 7. For a ,=iven 
load Q on 'the beam, the force P y=a/2 in the strut is 
about thrile times as great when r = 03 as when r = l/4. 
When r = l/4 a considerable portion of the force holding 
the flanges apart seems to be carried by the sheet adjacent 
to the strut, 
Shear peformation of Beam 
The shear deformrtion v of the beam and the shear 1or:d 
Q are given in dimensionless form in tables la and 13. 7 b-0 7 c 
are plotted against each other in figure 8 for r = l/4 and 
r = m* The deformation when r = l/4 is only about 9 psr- 
cent gre.?tsr than when r = cc. The cross-sectional area of 
the strut apparently has only a minor affect on the stiffness 
of beams with buckled webs resisting shear when the strut 
spacing equals the beam depth and when the flanges are vdry 
stiff, 
Aftor buckling, the effective shear stiffness of tho 
web is decreased about 8 percent for r = hz end about 12 
percent for r = l/4, 
Comparison with "Tension Field'! Theory 
The most widely used concept in predicting the behavior 
of a shear web after buckling is that of the l'tension fiald" . . orlglaatad by Wttgnsr, Wagner (reference 2) postulated that 
the shear load carried by a thin sheet web after buckling is 
c . chiefly czrriad by tension in the direction of the sheet 
bucklas, Improvements of Wagner's original theory to take 
account more adequately of the case of an inccmpletely doval- 
. oped tension field have been derived in references 11, 12, 
, and 13. 
. 
Kuhn (references 11 and 12) has developed a semiempirical 
treatment f or the actiOn of shear webs in incotzplete diagonal 
tensiOn, Kuhn's results are plotted as curves C in figures 
0 10 
sbnt 
and 11 for compnrison with tho present work. The agree- 
is excellent in the practical case where r = l/4 c:cccpt 
. 
r 
. for the strsz s in th; corner of the buckle (curve B). Ii1 
the extreme case where r = m, however, the agreement is 
. not so good. 
La2ghaZ.r (reference 13) takes account of roinforceaontz 
and assumas that a cospressive stress equal to the critical 
shear stress acts perpendicular to the buckles. Se noglacts 
the effect of PoissonIs ratio (II = 0). Langhaar's results 
are plottsii as curves D in figures 9, 10, and 11 for com- 
parison with the present work. The agreement is excellent 
for tile stress at the center of the panel (curve A 
i 
fig. 9). 
It is not quite so good for the shear deformation fig. 11). 
For tile force in the strut (fig. lo), Langhearts results are 
nearly twice as high as those of the present paper. 
The preceding cGmpnrisons OP WAgncr!s theory, as do- 
veloped by Euhn and by Langhnar, with the more ccmpleto 
analysis given in the present pc?er for the special case of 
a square plcts, illdicat cs that Wagner 1s theory as dsvaloped 
by Kuhn is in beet agreement with the present proper in tha 
prncticsl case r = l/4, Kuhn's theory is in cspocially 
gcod agreement for the force in the strut when r = l/4, 
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Table la - Values of the deflection coefficients as a function of the apparent 
shearing deSormation 3 or of the shear load Q for r = u. 
t 
SEL - 2 jj wls H!! 
Eh3 
wA: *%d =!! a +2 
h2 h h h h h Eh2 
I 
22:68 0 
1%: 3% 
10.56 
26:65 
$:F + .4764 
11.01 .525 
12.00 
1 a .20 
1 .O2 
15 25 A14 
15.55 .881 
17.86 
20.67 58.3 1% 
2% 51.6 70 0 1.200 11
94.0 1.284 
108.2 124.3 ;-g: . L 
47.22 $:a ::E 
180.4 
202.0 322 
. 
Table lb - Values of the d8SleCtiOn co8fSici8nts as a Sunctlon of the 
shearing d8SoFmtiOn 3 or of the shear load Q Sor r = l/4. 
apparent 
9.61 
10.21 
10.06 
11.55 
12.27 , 
.$3 $jg 
i- 
116% 
20.4 3 
1813 
22.77 
25.31 
;a:: 3 
41.42 
45.36 
I 
. 
. 
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Table 2a - Nedian-Fiber Stress at Center, r =oo 
Maximum and MLnimum Principal Stresses 
Direction of Principal Stresses L 
8.61 
8.92 
9.30 
10 .Ol 
10.56 
11.01 
l2.00 
.$87 
:;g 
1.349 
1.701 
2.52 
3.47 a 
g:'g 
3 7. 74 
10.486 
%% 
22.227 
26.924 
$S!Si 
44.479 
8.51 
8.96 
9.81 
11.04 
ES 2 
w 
18147 
21.02 
2 .42 
2 .79 3 
- 8.61 
- 8.70 
z ;:$j 
: ?:a a 
- z*g 
- 3122 
- 9.72 
-24 >60 
49.98 
:g"o{ 
l - 
.!287 
14.23 
18.01 s 
22.227 
26.924 
320.94 
g:zt 
41.76 
47.22 
%Z 
66.69 
r 
Table 2b - Median-Fiber Stress at Center, I = l/4 
Maximum and Einimum Principal Stress33 
Dlractlon of Principal Stresses 
rka 2 u&& Q’ a2 
Eh2 Eh2 Eh2 
Qa 
Eh3 
d 
Eh2 
i-67: 
9:10 
9.61 
10.21 
10.86 
11.55 
12.27 
18.3 
20.4 2 
22.77 
25.31 
31.0 
3 
2% 
45.36 
0 
+ .06 
+2...39 
+2.96 
+3.58 
4.24 
+5.72 
+pg 
+ll' 0 
'2 +13* 3 
cl9.0 
i22.1 2 
+29.05 
+32.92 
+ 8.61 
+ 8.8 
+ 9.5 ? 
+10.50 
+11.61 
+12.87 
+14.2 
+15.6 2 
:3::6' 
+20.42 
+24.02 
+27.96 
+32.32 
+ 7.1.2 
+3 2.40 
+54.42 
+61.20 
0 
+ .lO 
+ .42 
+ .8q 
+1.46 
+2.x! 
+2.86 
+3.67 
+4.55 
+5.49 
A.50 
+8.78 
22'1% 
+17.33 
+20.35 
+29.23 
2 :95; 2 
+50.46 
l . 
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Table 3n - Mecli.an Fiber Stresses at Corner of Shear Web, r =- 
Fa - 
Eh3 
cx 6;82 
Eh2 Eh2 
-r&a 2 
Eh2 
rh,,a 2 
Eh2 
u2 
Eh2 
Effective 
width 
oc Ratio 
9.61 
8.82 .00004 .:0 .;98 
9030 .oooq .oo 
10 .Ol .ooo .oo $8;: 
10.56 .OOl .oo 
.oo 
1::; 
I::.$ ,949 
::g 
-.lO 
203: 1:;;: 1:;; 
32.04 -.27 
36.60 
::2g 
::*z . ::5g a 
-.34 
-.43 
$2; 
::g 
-A37 
::g: -77.54 H .86g ;- 
Table 3b - led&n Fiber Stresses ot Oorner of anear Reb, r - i/4 
r 
t 
Qa - 
Eh3 
q;a2 
Eh2 
* 
Eh2 
r' a2 
Eh2 
b a'2 
Eh2 
Effective 
width 
Dt Ratio 
8.61 0 0 - 8.61 - 8.61 + 8.61 -8 -3 -I- 8.71 2: 571 .h8 
- 9.2 + 9.04 440 47' 
:;:*g 
-11:8 
+ lO.Ol 9 49 2: 2 3: 
-12.8 iI 
+10.59 
+11.20 ,"o" i?' 
1:: 2. $0' +11.86 
+12.51 
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Pigure 8.- Shear deformation of beam for ratio of strut area to web 
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Figure ll.- Ccmparieon of shear deformation -7, r = ratio of strut cross-sectional area 
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